
 

 

My experience due in part to liberating and blessing historical Jewish figures 
 
Laurence Baer 
August 18, 2020 
 
In the last few weeks I have had a remarkable experience due in part to Andrew Wilson's request years 
ago for Jewish members to liberate and bless historical Jewish figures. At that time that Muriel and I 
blessed Rabbi Gamaliel after whom we named our first child. 
 
I was struck by the idea articulated in one of Ron and Connie's podcasts that there are a lot of 
"unemployed" angels and spiritmen in the spirit world. That point stuck with me, and I thought that since 
I have had my ancestral committees already well organized since 2012 (when we welcomed home our 
210 generations) perhaps I could invite some of those unemployed spirits to work with our committees 
and create something of a spiritual army to help the providence. The three co-chairmen of our committees 
are my maternal grandmother, Muriel's maternal grandmother, and Rabbi Gamaliel. In addition I 
appointed my spiritual son, Dr. George Detlefsen who ascended in 2005, to serve as the senior advisor to 
help ensure that each committee was focused on the highest goodness in line with True Parents. 
 
Here's what I wrote on my ancestral committee instructions: 
 

Recruitment Committee 
 
To be comprised of 3 high angels carefully selected by the coordinating committee. These three 
angels must have strong and close communication with God, and be able to discern, with God's 
direction whether an specific angel or spirit man should be recruited to join these committees. 
 
Those three angels (also referred to individually as "The Recruiter" and collectively as "The 
Recruiters") are to be tasked with recruiting other absolute good angels and absolute good spirit 
persons who are "unemployed", or otherwise not focused on a providentially important mission. 
Before recruiting such angels or spirit persons, the recruiter must solicit and receive clear 
guidance from God as to whether such a recruitment is God's will. When it is confirmed by God 
to be consistent with Heavenly Parent's will, then the recruiter should sincerely endeavor to 
successfully conclude the recruitment in a timely manner, using wise judgement not to desist if 
the recruitment fails to conclude in a timely manner. 
 
The Recruiters must seek and receive guidance from Heavenly Parent to prioritize whom they 
should recruit. If possible, they should seek and receive prioritized lists of Absolute Good Angels 
and Absolute Good Spirit People whom they should recruit. The Recruiters must pursue this 
recruitment with passion and intensity and focus and determination with the goal of creating a 
powerful spiritual army that can help Heavenly Parent dramatically speed up the establishment 
and fulfillment of the Heavenly Parent Holy Community and the worldwide nation of Cheon Il 
Guk, and dramatically speed up the culmination and fulfillment of the Providence of Restoration. 
 
Providential – Cosmic Level Committee 
 
This committee must be able to organize and manage, and mobilize dramatically large numbers 
of angels and spirit men. The structure and hierarchy of the leadership of this committee as well 
as the leaders appointed to those positions must be carefully considered and organized and 
appointed by the coordinating committee in consultation with George Detlefsen and the highest 
angels available. Committee leadership should contain both spirit men and angels. 
 
This committee must be highly responsive to God and True Parents' needs, so as to be maximally 
effective. The Coordinating Committee must carefully monitor and guide the leadership of this 
committee, and continually fine-tune and hone that leadership structure so that it can continually 
improve in its effectiveness. 
 
Help Bring Victory in True Mother's efforts to complete all her providential goals by 2027. Help 
True Mother's efforts to restore every nation and every continent to become Heavenly. Raise up 
the Universal Peace Federation to successfully replace the United Nations. Help resolve division 
in the USA and to raise up the USA to a higher level of God's love and goodness. Raise up and 
work through President Trump, Senators Mitch McConnell and Chuck Schumer, and 
Representatives Nancy Pelosi and Kevin McCarthy and all other national and state and local 
leaders to unite the USA centered on God's will and vision and heart. Help bring victory for the 
World Clergy Leadership Conference including raising up and uniting Christianity, and uniting 
the other world religions with Christianity all centered on True Parents; Love and embrace Kim 
Jong Un and Donald Trump and inspire them to cooperate to free North Korea for God's Highest 
goodness. Guide the Supreme Court Justices and all Federal and State judges to decide based on 



 

 

God's highest purpose. 
 

1.) North-South Korea Reunification 
2.) Victory 1 Million Ppl Rally, led by True Mother on Aug 9. 
3.) Victory "Peace Starts w Me" 100K people in USA Aug 1 . 
4.) Success of Summer Project in the United States in 2020 
5,) Success of Peace Road 2020 Victory 
6.)  a.- Unification of South Korea and the United States, 

b.- Unity of South Korea, and Japan, 
c.- Unity of South Korea, Japan, and the United States 

7.) True Mother's Autobiography success 
8.) True Mother's health and long life. 
9.) Fulfillment of our National Offering Table as the Elder Son Nation. 
10) Victory of Heavenly Tribal Messiahs vertically and horizontally so that at least 1,200 
families may be qualified to enter into the CheonBo Won by True Father's Ascension 
Anniversary. 
11) Strengthening the witnessing environment in cooperation with ACLC, UPF, WCLC, 
and WFWP activities. 
12) Guide top Christian and political leaders in the U.S. recognize True Parents' great 
work and honor our True Mother. 
13) Guide our second generation to inherit True Parents' tradition and become leaders in 
the providence toward national restoration. 
14) Guide humanity to overcome the current worldwide health challenge recognizing 
collectively that we need God. 

 
Help us all unite as one to overcome this major challenge of our time as a condition for victory of 
the next 7-year course. With spirit and truth, we can march forward and show the way for 
everyone to return to Heavenly Parent and True Parents. 
 
And I signed the updated committee instruction sheet. 
 
Much of the points 1-14 were taken from our national prayer conditions. 

 
That was on July 26. 
 
Muriel and I had a reading with a medium who is a close friend on August 8, to see if anything was 
actually happening as a result of my new instructions to my committee. This was only the 2nd reading we 
had with the medium (or with anyone in relationship to our committees), the first was in September 2018. 
In both readings, I asked for a report from my spiritual son George Detlefsen. 
 

 
George Detlefsen Ph.D. 1944-2005 
 
George was a visionary who was involved in the development of computer timesharing, and then went on 
to oversee the automation of manufacturing facilities for General Motors, the digitalization of millions of 
documents for the Hubble Space Telescope, and the computer systems involved in privatizing military 
bases. He was equally at home designing laser optical scanners and paint ball mortars. He was a great 
husband and father and friend, and he died too young. He dreamed of a bridge between Alaska and 
Russia. 
 
I never imagined I would receive the kind of report George gave through the medium. It is a remarkable 



 

 

time we're in. It causes me to reexamine the role that we, as co-creators, can play in cooperation with 
God. 
 
I'm attaching the transcript of the first half of the reading which relates to this project. If you're interested 
in hearing the entire reading, you can download the recording on the following link. It is a 1 hour session, 
with the first half transcribed. After that there was a section in which the medium provided feedback on 
some of the folks I am trying to do business with. Then a section in which George gives me guidance on 
how I can support his family. At the end there is some important information about the next several years 
here in the USA. The medium had to get up in the middle of the reading because a handyman was 
pounding on her door and her dog started barking. 
 
www,dropbox,com/sh/t8qmg05aaka8o9m/AABE-XplJZ94YH3B9rOxBTVva?dl=0 
 
But when you read the transcribed section, you will see that a group of angels have initiated a remarkable 
project to fulfill what I requested. 
 
Before showing us what the angels were doing, George conveyed the following" 
 
The Medium: 
 
Wait a minute, he wants to show me something. He's showing me a gyroscope. He's saying: 
 
George: 

 
It looks magical if you don't understand the principles behind it. Many times we subscribe supernatural 
powers, or in primitive societies they would say it is magic, or witchcraft, just because they didn't 
understand the scientific laws behind it. But everything in this universe functions according to precise 
laws which have been there since the beginning, and our ignorance of those laws … we're just getting out 
of the dark ages of beginning to understand how the universe works. We're in kindergarten. But our 
education has started and we're beginning to realize, in a sense, there is no physical world, spiritual world 
– it's all a continuum. But because of our status of being handicapped, we are not able to really grasp that 
and people in the physical world think many times "that's all there is", or they have some religious 
concepts of Here and There, but it's all a continuum, and science is on the verge of beginning, beginning 
to grasp that. 
 
The Medium: 
 
He wanted to tell you that. Is that something you needed to hear? 
 
Laurence: 
 
No (laughing), but thank you George, here's the first question… 
 
The Medium: 
 
He said "If you didn't need to hear it I wouldn't have said it". OK. 
 
The fact that George emphasized the point that I needed to hear about the gyroscope caused me to ponder 
on that image. 
 
As you will see in the transcript, the medium then described an amazing scene where a large group of 
angels were working together around a table on which was a spiritual machine of some kind - similar to a 
gyroscope. Rabbi Gamaliel asked permission to observe and learn, and he communicated what he was 
learning to a whole network of Kabbalah masters to be further conveyed to people on Earth. 
 
The angels said that they needed additional help, and that I should ask for some higher angels to join 
them. The medium explained that the fuel for the angels is gratitude and acknowledgement, and that I 
need to continue to hold the intent. 
 
"What you need to do is: 
 

Continue to hold the intent (kind of like broadcast it every day, visualize the final outcome); and 
 
Continue to give thanks. 

 
Your thanks and your gratitude are like fuel for them. They run on gratitude. They run on our thanks and 
our recognition. Their love language is acknowledgement. You know, words of encouragement. Words of 
affirmation." 



 

 

 
In response to this guidance I am organizing a prayer team. Attached is the the prayer that our team is 
using 1 per day to thank and encourage the angels. So far some two dozen of my tribe and other friends 
have agreed to join this prayer team, even though I only started reaching out a few days ago. If you would 
like to join the team please let me know. Also, if you invite anyone else to join please send me their name 
and email so I can update them along with the rest of the team on any developments or change in the 
prayer verbiage. 
 
Thinking about the gyroscope metaphor, I felt that George was concerned that we would find the spiritual 
machine that the angels were working with to be too weird, so he shared that analogy to make it easier for 
us to embrace what was happening. 
 
I went to sleep at 11 pm. Then at midnight I woke up with the famous gospel song: "Ezekiel Saw The 
Wheel" playing in my brain. (Here's one video of it, there are many: 
www,youtube,com/watch?v=XKv5jR5qHs0 ) 
 
I was afraid that if I went back to sleep, I would forget about it, so I got up and went to my office and 
searched on Bible Gateway for "Ezekiel and Wheel". I didn't request any particular translation, but this is 
what showed up: 
 
www,biblegateway,com/passage/?search=Ezekiel%201andversion=MSG 
 
Wheels Within Wheels, Like a Gyroscope 
 
This was the book of Ezekiel, - in all there are 48 chapters. The book of Ezekiel - which I might have read 
long ago but had no recollection of its contents, is a long prosecution of the sins and deviations of Israel, 
eventually culminating in the restoration of Israel. 
 
Note: Peter - here are two short videos summarizing the book, which my spiritual son sent me this 
morning. They provide very interesting context: 
 
www,youtube,com/watch?v=R-CIPu1nko8 
 
www,youtube,com/watch?v=SDeCWW_Bnyw 
 
The angels use some sort of science which significantly resembles what the medium described, and which 
George stressed that we have an open mind about in his very first words to me. 
 
Again, this was such a significant level of angel technology that Rabbi Gamaliel was extremely motivited 
just to be able to observe what they were doing, and then he transmitted that information to an entire 
network of Kabbalah masters to be retransmitted to help effect change on the earth. 
 
A couple of the differences between Ezekiel's time and now include: 
 

True Parents are on the Earth and leading the Providence 
 
This angel technology that the medium observed was initiated by humans requesting God to bring about a 
change for the good. I suspect that there were also those in Ezekiel's time also praying for spiritual 
renewal of the nation, but it sounds like Ezekiel had little or nothing to do with the deployment of this 
technology at that time. Rather perhaps, God initiated it as a "nuclear option" of sorts, to bring about a 
radical transformation of society. The fact that this is an application of technology and science that has 
existed from the beginning suggests to me that it can be used in various ways depending on the intent. 
The strong feeling I received from the reading is that this was a blessing and not a punishment. 
 
Humbly, 
 
Laurence (and Muriel) Baer 
 
 



Partial Transcript of the Reading  with the medium, George Detlefsen, Rabbi Gamaliel, and Angels 

 

8/8/20   

Opening Prayer: 

Our beloved Heavenly Parents, I come here with Laurence and Muriel to meet with our dear ones in the 
spirit world – Laurence has asked for this meeting with his council member, George Detlefsen, and all 
the others who have been invited to this reading or those who have volunteered to come to lend help 
and support.   I pray that I might be a clear channel and serve as accurately as possible.   I pray Heavenly 
Parent that we can have a field of protection around us, a shell of shimmering white light surrounded by 
guardian angels.   Heavenly Parent please send me any assistance that I will require to rise to the levels 
that we are invited to visit, and I pray that this meeting can be very fruitful for the next highest evolution 
of the Baer family.  Thank you so much, and I report these things in our names as Blessed Central 
Families, Aju. 

George is here.   He’s led us into a waiting room, like a meeting chamber.   It’s slightly subterranean, and 
it’s just a few steps, 6 to 8 – no he says 6 is more accurate.   It’s a very short hallway that we pass 
through, and we walk up and were coming out to kind of a universal meeting place.   This guy has a very 
wry sense of humor, and he’s kind of chuckling to himself because the place he took us to last time was 
way above my pay grade, and I was kind of excited to go back, but he is taking us to just a general 
outdoor space.   

George: 

This is my generic outdoor space.   It’s got it all.  It’s got forest on either side and at the end there’s a cliff 
down to the ocean.  The weather can be chosen, for whatever kind of weather you need, if you want 
snow or if you want rain, or the weather can be chosen to make a clear understanding of the spiritual 
climate.   How’s sun?   Not too hot, just warm and pleasant.  (And he’s taking us over to a picnic table 
saying) You guys are doing a lot outdoors these days, why not a reading outdoors? 

Medium: 

Were you interested to ask him about Covid? 

Laurence: 

I had three questions that I typed onto a sheet for George. 

Medium: 

But was Covid one of them? 

Laurence: 



No 

Medium: 

Ah, interesting, because he’s got a file.   He said we’ll deal with that later.   

Laurence: 

Ask him if he saw the three questions that I typed and signed this morning. 

George: 

If I saw the three questions, but you (speaking to the Medium) don’t know the three questions, it 
becomes like charades. 

Medium: 

Do you want me to answer the questions without knowing what they are? 

Laurence: 

OK, I’ll just read them out to you. 

Medium: 

Wait a minute, he wants to show me something.   He’s showing me a gyroscope.   He’s saying: 

George: 

It looks magical if you don’t understand the principles behind it.  Many times we subscribe supernatural 
powers, or in primitive societies they would say it is magic, or witchcraft, just because they didn’t 
understand the scientific laws behind it.   But everything in this universe functions according to precise 
laws which have been there since the beginning, and our ignorance of those laws … we’re just getting 
out of the dark ages of beginning to understand how the universe works.   We’re in kindergarten.  But 
our education has started and we’re beginning to realize, in a sense, there is no physical world, spiritual 
world – it’s all a continuum.  But because of our status of being handicapped, we are not able to really 
grasp that and people in the physical world think many times “that’s all there is”, or they have some 
religious concepts of Here and There, but it’s all a continuum, and science is on the verge of beginning, 
beginning to grasp that.    

Medium: 

He wanted to tell you that.   Is that something you needed to hear? 

Laurence: 

No (laughing), but thank you George, here’s the first question… 



Medium: 

He said “If you didn’t need to hear it I wouldn’t have said it”.  OK. 

Laurence: 

The first questions is:  Is the new initiative of the ancestral committees that I launched on July 26th 
working?  If so, please give details and numbers and let me know how you see it developing in the 
future, and what impact it will have. 

Medium: 

Well I’m hearing a John Phillip Sousa march (Medium starts humming “Stars and Stripes forever”).  
When you talked about the launching of the ancestral committee, I saw confetti and streamers being 
shot into the air.  You know how in Korea, when they have a big event, at the end they always drop 
confetti all over the place.  The have sparklers….    The initiation created a lot of energy and excitement. 

Hm.  He does want me to know that just because somebody is “an absolute good spirit”, does not mean 
that they’re omnipotent or that they are on a post-graduate level.  They’re on all different levels.   So 
some of the people on your committee are far more capable than others, but all of those that you have 
selected have joined, and are working to the best of their ability.   Now imaging that some are in first 
grade, and others are PhD Candidates.   There are many varying levels.   Of course we’re not talking so 
much intellectually, but more their spiritual development.  And spiritual development is measured by 
your ability to love.   (Medium:   I don’t know if any of this is making sense – I’m just repeating what I’m 
getting.)   He said “yes the ancestral committees are working, but please be patient because we’re not 
omnipotents”.   We’re on many different levels.  Maybe you need to beef up the angel team because 
they are more skilled and less impeded than some of the people on the committee.   Some of the people 
on the committee (and he says I’m not going to name names – this is not to embarrass anybody) but 
some of them are still rather childlike in their spiritual development – they’re still learning the basics.  It 
doesn’t not mean that they’re bad -  everybody has to start from the point that they entered at based 
on what they were able to accomplish in their life, and what hand they were dealt by their own 
ancestors.   Does that make sense? 

Laurence: 

Right, although it is not really addressing the question that I was asking. 

Medium:   

OK – let’s try again. 

Laurence: 

So we initiated something on July 26 that involved several angels, and I asked that those angels be 
empowered to accomplish a certain thing which I hoped would have a significant impact on the 
Providence, and I wanted to see whether or not that was put into motion, and whether … 



Medium: 

Gathered around the table .. 

Laurence: 

Huh? 

Medium: 

Can I tell you what the angels have to say? 

Laurence: 

Yes 

Medium: 

It’s OK to beef up the Angel Committee.  And keep repeating your intention, because as you repeat the 
intention it will draw more angels.    

They are gathered around a round table.  And they’re looking at something that I can’t quite describe.   
It’s not anything that I have ever seen.  It is moving.   It’s circular.  It appears to have moving parts in it.  
But it also appears to be made of light, like a spinning wheel.  And it’s moving and it’s gaining 
momentum, but they’re telling you it’s going to take a little more time because some of the requisite 
conditions that have to be established outside of this project are not yet in place.   They are actively 
working on it but they say call in more help.   

Medium: 

OK, what kind of help should he call in? … 

This is definitely a job for the angelic realm.  There is a Rabbi..  you have a famous Rabbi on your 
committee, don’t you?    

Laurence: 

Yes. 

Medium: 

Yes, I see him with all these silver threads, trailing behind him.  And he can bring - I believe that these 
are Kabbalists.   These are other Jewish scholars that understood a lot of profound mysteries about the 
spirit world, in their earthly life, and they are continuing to work on the spirit side.  And he’s kind of like 
a gateway, a doorway.   So – even though the level of angels that you’ve called in – they’re pretty potent 
angels that you’ve got working here.   This Rabbi would like to join them.  He said I’m quite happy to just 
be like an apprentice or an observer or whatever position they’d like to give me. 



Laurence: 

Please give him our permission to absolutely join them.  In fact, let me clarify that… 

That Rabbi is on the coordinating committee, and I already asked the coordinating committee to 
oversee the whole project, so of course he should be part of it. 

Medium: 

Yes, but what he’s trying to explain is that the level that the angels are working on – he’s not prepared 
to work on that level.  But he’s very happy to be like an observer.   You know like medical students 
observe an operation, and that’s part of their education?  So he’s like – he’s in a master class.  That’s 
how he wants to describe it.   He’s in a master class.   The angels are taking charge of this, and at this 
point they need – it’s not that they need, they welcome more reinforcements from their own realm and 
even somewhat higher.  Not too high – like a notch above.   But this Rabbi is standing there and is 
observing.   And he understands what is going on, and he’s trailing all these silver threads.  And these 
silver threads, they’re hooked to other people that are barely visible in the far distance, but they’re like 
communication lines – like an umbilical cord but they’re just threads.  They’re silver threads.   And I 
don’t even know how many he has.   50, 60 , 100 – I couldn’t tell you.   There’s a lot.   And each one 
them is connected to other … how can we describe these people?   They’re Jewish, and they were 
teachers of the law, but they also understood the Kabbalah, and they had profound insight, and they 
understood beyond the religion.  They understood spiritual law.   They were what you would call “Wise 
Men”.   But in addition to just having wisdom, they had special gifts.   So he’s acting like a representative 
to an entire realm.   And the information, as he’s observing it, it’s almost like he’s a news reporter with a 
camera.   He's observing what the angels are doing at this round table with this spinning sphere of lights 
and gears – or, they’re not gears – they’re like – I could try to draw a picture, but they’re moving and 
they’re multi-colored, and he’s observing and understanding and these other people that are connected, 
these other Wise Men, are able to receive it from him.   They’re not able to participate directly but 
through him they are participating, almost like a zoom call.   And they have threads going from them to 
the Earth plane.   So this project that the angels are working on through this Holy Man, I would definitely 
call him a Holy Man, through this Holy Man – it’s being disseminated to a whole group of holy men who 
are disseminating it on the Earth plane.   And the information is coming, and people are awakening – 
people that are connected to them.  I keep hearing a Kabbalist – these are people who studied the 
Kabbalah, and some of them are not even Jewish.  The Jewish people were the guardians of it, but now 
it’s like open to anybody.  So they are disseminating this information and it’s coming to people in the 
form of insights and revelations.    

I don’t know if that answers the question. 

Laurence: 

Well the focus of this committee was really on a spiritual realm, not on the physical realm per se, and 
my understanding was that the angels that I had assigned to that committee were empowered as 
recruiting angels, and I’d asked that God really coordinate closely with them and authorize them to 



recruit specific angels and specific spirit men and I wanted to ask if anything like that was able to be put 
into place or whether it’s not   … 

Medium: 

Yes.   The short answer is yes.  But what you are asking for, when you said “Oh I was interested in the 
spirit world, not the Earthly world”, I heard right away “As above, so below”.   So as advancement is 
made in the spirit realm, the Earth benefits.    

Laurence: 

Of Course. 

Medium: 

Immediately.  It’s like merit of the age.   Now, the angels – your request and your thanks is like fuel for 
these angels.   What I heard in the beginning, you’ve got to beef up the angel realm.  Just keep asking 
and keep thanking.   I mean, you can thank as if it’s done, and I see concentric circles around them 
growing.   And as I’m speaking, I’m seeing the angels around table are like the bottom floor of an arena.   
Like the stadium floor.   And the concentric circles are like rising up, like bleachers.   And there are more 
and more of them.   Everything you need to accomplish this can be provided, but you have to be an 
active participant.  Don’t just kind of … 

You know people on Earth are like batteries for them.   So, as we request, and as we thank, it keeps 
multiplying, and multiplying and multiplying.   And you can ask .. OK you want to know about the 
progress, how far they’ve gotten? 

Laurence: 

Yes. 

Medium: 

Alright.  How far have you gotten? 

Hah.  This one guy says “How long do you have?” 

They’re showing me, I love this image, they’re showing me a drill.  Like an oil drill drilling for oil.   So 
apparently they have gone quite a depth.  And one angel is saying, “As deep as we’re going, we’re also 
going upwards”, and I see like a structure.   It looks like an oil rig.   And he’s saying that not everybody 
understands the value of oil.   There was a time when people thought oil was just dirty and messy.   They 
didn’t know the power that was latent in it.  So you know what oil can do, and oil has kind of served its 
time, and it’s time to move to a higher level.   But we’re still in a transition time, so the oil – we still need 
oil for a little while longer.    

In other words, what I’m getting – they are at a certain level of development, that has to be completed 
before they can go to the next level.   



Does that make sense? 

Laurence: 

OK.  There’s a corollary question.   I had asked that our coordinating committee together with George, 
could organize that committee so that they could be managed efficiently and be as productive and 
impactful as possible.  So I envisioned there being an organizational structure within that committee and 
I wanted to ask if that’s been put into place and if it’s working or if there is something I need  to do to 
change it. 

Medium: 

OK.  What the angel is trying to tell me very simply is:  “We don’t need to organize in the same way you 
do.  We’re all interconnected.   We’re all automatically networked.  We all know the roles that we play 
so we don’t need outside direction.” 

Does that make sense? 

Laurence: 

OK 

Medium: 

We just work like the cells in your body.   We don’t need that external structure like you do on Earth.  
Everybody has to be told what their role is.    

(Wait, there’s more.  Just give me a second to pick up the thread again.) 

They’re giving me an example.    

If you have an internal growth that needs to be removed, you try to find the best possible surgeon, who 
has a really good track record, but you don’t need to tell him how to perform the surgery.   You trust 
based on his reputation and the recommendations you’ve gotten, and from other trusted people that 
you know have the skill, that they will lead you to the best possible person to do the job.  And it’s not 
necessary to ask him exactly the process that he will use.  And if you have the ability to understand it – 
let’s say you went to medical school yourself, he knows that you can understand.   He might be very 
happy to tell you in detail, what the process is.   But for most of us, we don’t need to know, in intricate 
detail, the process, because in some cases we just don’t have the foundational knowledge to even 
understand what they are saying.  What you need to do is: 

• Continue to hold the intent (kind of like broadcast it every day, visualize the final outcome); and 
• Continue to give thanks. 



Your thanks and your gratitude are like fuel for them.   They run on gratitude.   They run on our thanks 
and our recognition.  Their love language is acknowledgement.  You know, words of encouragement.  
Words of affirmation. 

Laurence: 

My original intention for that committee was to include both angels and spirit men.  Is that the case, or 
not? 

Medium: 

Yes, it is.   But the foundational work has to be done by higher realms.  The angels, these are very 
specialized angels, and they are creating, - the word “generator” just popped into my head.  This 
spinning thing that I’m watching on the table, this spinning thing with many lights- it’s some kind of a 
generator, I guess. 

So the Rabbi who’s observing, with all these silver cords coming into his back, he is transmitting all this 
information to other people who are going to be able to apply it.   

At this stage of the work, it’s really a job for the big boys. A certain foundation has to be created and the 
specialist angels are doing an excellent job at that.  They don’t need help at this point from the spirit 
men.   They will come on later – the spirit men are almost like the students, and they will inherit and 
apply.   Just like – you go to school to learn – to get a knowledge base or a skill, and when you complete 
your education, you take it and you apply it in the real world.  It’s like the physical people are the ones 
who are going to apply this. 

The physical spirit people will apply it, and the benefit will be felt by the Earthly spirit people. 

The Earthly spirit people will also apply it, but it has to go in stages, does that make sense? 

Laurence: 

OK.  I understand.   Thank you for that. 

Medium: 

I’m getting all these little things: 

“Well begun is half done” 

…  

  

 



Thank you Angels for your great work in the Recruitment Committee and in the Providential – 
Cosmic Level Committee! 

Thank you Angels for your great work in the Recruitment Committee and in the Providential – 
Cosmic Level Committee! 

Thank you Angels for your great work in the Recruitment Committee and in the Providential – 
Cosmic Level Committee! 

May Heavenly Parent bless each of you abundantly! 

I ask the Recruiters to please pursue this recruitment, especially of other and higher angels as well 
as a powerful network of Kabbalah masters under Rabbi Gamaliel and then other spirit men as 
required, with passion and intensity and focus and determination with the goal of creating a 
powerful spiritual army that can help Heavenly Parent dramatically speed up the establishment and 
fulfillment of the Heavenly Parent Holy Community and the worldwide nation of Cheon Il Guk, and 
dramatically speed up the culmination and fulfillment of the Providence of Restoration. 

I ask the Providential – Cosmic Level Committee to please: 

1. Protect True Mother’s health and help Bring Victory in True Mother’s efforts to complete all her 
providential goals by 2027.  

2. Love and embrace the Presidents of North Korea, South Korea, and the United States and 
inspire them to cooperate to quickly free North Korea for Heavenly Parent’s Highest goodness 

3. Help Heavenly Parent and True Parents’ efforts to restore every nation and every continent to 
become Heavenly. 

4. Work through the Universal Peace Federation and its affiliated organizations to restore the 
United Nations or create something better.   

5. Help resolve division in the USA and elevate the USA to the level of Heavenly Parent’s love 
and goodness that will empower the USA to fulfill its providential responsibilities.    

6. Raise up and work through the US President, the Leaders of the US Senate and House, and all 
other national and state and local leaders to unite the USA centered on Heavenly Parent’s will 
and vision and heart.    

7. Help bring victory for the World Clergy Leadership Conference including raising up and uniting 
Christianity, and uniting the other world religions with Christianity all centered on Heavenly 
Parent and True Parents;   

8. Guide the Supreme Court Justices and all Federal and State Court Judges to decide cases 
based on Heavenly Parent’s highest purpose.    

9. Raise up our second generation and future generations to inherit True Parents’ tradition and 
become leaders in the providence toward national and world restoration. 

 
Thank you Angels, Thank you Angels, Thank you Angels, 
 
Aju, Aju, Aju 
 


